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MUSIC IS AN OPEN SKY  
 
by John Clare 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 
[This review appeared in the July/August, 1977 edition of Jazz Down Under] 
 

ublic holidays hacked into April's Basement edition of Music Is An Open Sky 
festival, and broke the extraordinary feeling of continuity which had linked 
each Monday and Tuesday to the next during earlier editions of this important 

event. What remained were isolated peaks as memorable as those of the first festival, 
some quite acceptable plateaus, and the reassurance that Australian jazz is still 
moving in several directions at once.  
 
Dave Levy's trio opened the festival and they remain in my memory as one of the best 
things heard. The playing of bassist John Ryan left no indelible impression on me, 
but he held his end up, and that, with pianist Levy and drummer John Pochée in 
brilliant form, was all that was needed. Pochée is not only a unique stylist; he is one 
of the most versatile and supremely able musicians in the country. Think of the 
number of contexts in which he seems to be the best drummer for the job —from the 
loose fierce energy surges of The Last Straw to the showbiz dynamics of backing The 
Four Kinsmen.  
 

 
 
The Four Kinsmen (pictured above) have cracked the LA and Las Vegas 
entertainment scene, and their drummer John Pochée made a big impression on 
American musicians… 
 
The Kinsmen have cracked the LA and Las Vegas entertainment scene, and Pochée 
made a big impression on American musicians. It is time we too stood up and 
recognized this large talent. A formidable talent and a man of great spirit and 
generosity. If we are not careful we may lose him. There went Mike Nock, Bruce Cale, 
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Bryce Rohde, Lyn Christie and a number of others. That musicians of the calibre of 
Levy and Pochée are not playing jazz at least twice a week at this time of 
unprecedented jazz interest is another indication that most of the people promoting 
and publicising jazz here have only the shallowest idea of what it's about. 
 

 
 
John Pochée: if we are not careful we may lose him…PHOTO COURTESY JUDY BAILEY 
 
Peter Boothman's Arabesque was the first of two offerings in what might loosely be 
called the jazz/rock idiom. In fact, flamenco and Arabic feelings predominated in 
Boothman's exceptionally fine compositions. For me, interest flagged for long 
stretches between the theme statements. The solo work of Boothman, Ken James and 
John Cox (who took at least as many guitar solos as Boothman) often caught fire, but 
everyone at some stage succumbed to the seemingly endless continuum of cyclic 
rhythm patterns, which together with the constant returns to the same tonal areas 
seemed to finally lock the soloists into a position where despite valiant punching and 
struggling they could not break out and actually say something. For the record, John 
Pochée did not agree with me. He liked it a lot, and so did many other people. I must 
conclude that there is something about the music, or perhaps the consistent volume, 
which desensitizes me. Odd, because hypnotic drone effects in some Eastern music 
work on me in the way they were intended. 
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Keith Stirling's band a week later had the same effect on me during their first two 
pieces, but suddenly set the room alight on their final number. The first piece was in 
seven four and had an exceedingly monotonous repeating figure. The band went into 
it with a great surge of energy, but nothing happened. The volume never came down 
as I recall, and the surface agitation did not abate, but something flagged about 
halfway through. Neither this band nor Boothman's is horrendously loud, but they 
were both quite loud, unrelentingly. There are no stops, starts, explosions, silences. It 
is an endless carpet. There are holes in the sounds of nature, spaces through the 
intricate grid, and so there should be in music. Well, I reckon there should anyway. 
 

 
 
Col Loughnan (right) and Keith Stirling flew high and wild on sax and flugelhorn… 
PHOTO CREDIT PETER SMETANA 
 
Keith Stirling played fantastically well, but could never effectively use the unique soft 
tones that are such a pleasurable feature of his trumpet and flugelhorn playing. As 
someone else put it, the dynamics made it difficult to create poetry. The same 
strictures limited Jon Rose's violin playing. However, the third piece overran all 
these objections. It was crazy, fast and angular, with several time feelings appearing 
and it moved into interesting harmonic areas. Col Loughnan and Stirling flew high 
and wild on sax and flugelhorn and guitarist Steve Murphy distinguished himself as 
one of the several highly promising young musicians in the festival. 
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Most of the young bloods were in Dave Martin's Energy and Friends, which provided 
the next peak after Dave Levy. Throughout their set they returned to the kind of 
lilting shuffle used by Miles Davis on In A Silent Way, but this was broken again and 
again by flat out stretches of four-four, by free collective improvisation in and out of 
tempo, and by lyrical and explosive solos. The contrast between trumpeter Mike 
Bukovsky's crystal clear lyricism and young tenor man Mark Simmonds' jagged high 
energy constructions was brilliantly stimulating. Bassist Steve Elphick and drummer 
John Collins are also rapidly developing talents. Dave Martin is to be congratulated, 
not only on his fine piano playing, but on his ability to take four comparative 
newcomers and direct them in such a positive way.  
 

 
 
The contrast between trumpeter Mike Bukovsky's (see above) crystal clear lyricism 
and young tenor man Mark Simmonds' (see below) jagged high energy 
constructions was brilliantly stimulating… BUKOVSKY PHOTO COURTESY BRUCE CALE 
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One of the acceptable plateaus was Willie Qua's band. With Jack Thorncraft, Tony 
Esterman, Peter Cross and Murray Hill, it should have been better than it was. A 
strong collective identity is not yet apparent, and I doubt that they have been 
rehearsing together very long. By the time you read this, it may have begun to 
happen.  
 
Barry Duggan and Paul McNamara's band explored some of the same territory — 
sixties Miles Davis, Coltrane and Shorter things — but really put their stamp on it. 
Actually, their first set was a bit flat, but in their second, bassist Ron Philpott, pianist 
McNamara and young drummer Jim Piesse tapped some of the best feelings of 
rhythm sections in this tradition: the buoyant underlying patterns, the mobile shifts, 
accumulations and releases of energy, and - when joined by Duggan, those 
exhilarating moments when the music is both tranquil and fiery — McNamara's 
pelucid and rippling field of piano sound.  
 
Philpott's tension-sustaining bass ostinato, Piesse's cross-rhythm drum textures and 
accents, and Duggan's tenor rearing up and sinuously twisting like a serpent. These 
'everything happening' bursts were not forced, but led to through a natural and very 
lyrical exploration of the material. They have put in a lot of work and thought 
together and particularly as they have since presented some fine original material by 
McNamara, they are another band that should be heard regularly. In fact I am going 
to give them some stints at the Pinball Wizz Sunday night jazz sessions, if this 
venture gets off the ground. 
 

 
 
The band led by Barry Duggan (pictured above) and Paul McNamara explored 
sixties Miles Davis, Coltrane and Shorter things… PHOTO COURTESY JAZZ DOWN 
UNDER 
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The Jazz Co-Op were not quite as good as the Co-Op can be, although Roger 
Frampton contributed one of his funniest and most mind-boggling solo piano 
interludes. The trouble lay in the less than total involvement of trumpeter Peter 
Cross. One of the most natural jazz trumpeters we have ever had, he has exceeded 
everyone's expectations in his first few appearances with the Co-Op. On this night he 
was a bit slack, and I suspect he doesn't realise how well he can play the sometimes 
difficult music of the Co-Op. I think his slackness on the night was a defensive thing. 
He didn't think he'd been making it. Some of the tunes, particularly the Kenny 
Wheeler things they have been playing lately, take up a lot of a player's concentration 
in just following the rapid changes. I suspect Peter doesn't realise how well he's been 
playing. With a bit more experience and confidence, he will begin to feel how well 
he's playing.  
 

 
 
Jazz Co-Op, L-R, Roger Frampton (piano), Peter Cross (trumpet), Jack Thorncraft 
(bass), Alan Turnbull (drums): Cross doesn't realise how well he's been playing… 
PHOTO COURTESY JAZZ DOWN UNDER 
 
Two nights I won't quickly forget were provided by Connections followed by a 
quartet, on one night, of Phil Treloar, Chuck Yates, Jack Thorncraft and Bernie 
McGann, and a trio on the next night of the same players minus Chuck. Connections 
has Dave Tolley on synthesisers, Phil on drums and Dure Dara on percussion. The 
clean and lyrical sounds, the human-scale volume and the naturalness of the music 
surprised me. I think I had expected something rather oppressive. 
 

 
 
The trio Connections, L-R, Dura Dara (percussion), Phil Treloar (drums, 
percussion), Dave Tolley (bass)… PHOTO COURTESY JAZZ DOWN UNDER 
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The use of preset patterns (over which the players improvised) suggested not so 
much the science fiction soundtrack some may have expected as the hypnotic and 
joyful running bell feeling of Balinese Gamelan. The free improvisations evoked 
vistas of delightful tranquility and developed naturally to intense climaxes. I was 
particularly impressed by the way Dure chose from the fantastic array of bells, gongs, 
gourds, rattles and scrapers at her disposal sequences of pitches which contributed 
harmonically to the music as well as providing percussive colour and accents. No 
doubt I will find myself having to attempt a deeper analysis of this music in the near 
future. For now I will plead lack of space and say that listening to it is much easier 
and more pleasurable than having to explain it.  
 

 
 
Dure Dara: a fantastic array of bells, gongs, gourds, rattles and scrapers at her 
disposal… PHOTO COURTESY FACEBOOK 
 
Undoubtedly one of the most important ventures in recent years, the 
abovementioned trios and quartets were able to follow these revelatory performances 
with music which, while more familiar in basic outline and instrumentation, sounded 
not at all dated or predictable. In fact the two brilliantly complemented each other 
(how Phil was able to give so much in both contexts is his own secret, though he is 
always willing to expound his philosophy to anyone who has "an hour or two"). They 
played standards and originals, including Bernie's beautiful Spirit Song with a 
freedom and elastic swing that, particularly on the trio night, recalled Ornette 
Coleman. Chuck's wizardly running lines were only partly obscured by the rather 
crackly electric piano sound, and Bernie on both nights played like the angel of the 
alto saxophone.  
 
"To hear Bernie,” someone said to me, "is like finding wild fruit in the bush. All the 
rough husk is there, and inside, the sweetness. It's real”. How fine it was to hear the 
tonal beauty of Bernie's alto and of Jack Thorncraft's bass in so open and uncluttered 
a setting. Despite lack of rehearsal opportunities they played sublimely. You can hear 
them, incidentally at the Pinball Wizz in the Sunday night sessions which have lust 
started and will hopefully be really developing by the time you read this.  
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Phil Treloar Quartet, L-R, Chuck Yates (piano), Treloar (drums), Jack Thorncraft 
(bass), Bernie McGann (alto sax): to hear Bernie is like finding wild fruit in the 
bush… PHOTO COURTESY JAZZ DOWN UNDER 
 
As I took part in Craig Benjamin's big band night and in the final performance of the 
festival with Free Kata I will leave those to the hopefully kind Peter Rechniewski 
reviewski. All I can say is that it felt bloody marvellous.  
 

 
 
Peter Rechniewski (left), pictured here with, L-R, Lloyd Swanton, and Americans 
Geri Allen and Lester Bowie… PHOTO CREDIT PETER SMETANA 
 
So did most of the Music Is An Open Sky festival. It surpasseth my understanding 
that these events are not extensively reviewed elsewhere. They are quite as important 
as the film festival and the ABC subscription series. Not just to a hard-core following 
either. A lot of people come, and the audience reaction is fantastic. I don't think 
anybody, interested in jazz or not, could attend two or three nights of Music Is An 
Open Sky without realising that something was really happening. 


